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Suppression of the Superconducting Condensate in the High-Tc Cuprates by Zn Substitution
and Overdoping: Evidence for an Unconventional Pairing State
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By muon spin rotation we studied the depression in condensate density,ns by Zn substitution in
underdoped, optimal-doped, and overdoped Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2sCu12yZnyd3O72d. The rapid initial decrease
of ns is inconsistent withs-wave pairing and magnetic scattering but points towards ad-wave
pairing state with nonmagnetic scattering in the unitarity limit irrespective of the doping state.
A similar conclusion is inferred from the depression ofTc and ns with overdoping in the pure
compounds where pair breaking appears to be associated with increasing three dimensionality.
[S0031-9007(96)01076-9]
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The symmetry of the superconducting order parame
(OP) of the cuprate high-Tc superconductors is the subje
of ongoing research and debate. Recently, a numbe
experimental results favor a highly asymmetric OP, p
sibly dx22y2 . In spite of this, results from direct studie
of the symmetry of the superconducting OP, for examp
by angle-resolved photoemission [1] or tunneling expe
ments [2], are still somewhat controversial. The sa
ambiguity holds for the attempts to study the integra
excitation spectrum from theT dependence of the supe
conducting condensate densityns [3]. It appears that the
sample quality may have a significant influence on the
perimental results. In fact, the characteristic features
an asymmetric OP are rather sensitive to a small amo
of impurities and potential scattering from nonmagne
impurities causes pair breaking [4]. The averaging o
parts of the Fermi surface, where the OP is out of pha
leads to destructive interference and suppresses supe
ductivity. On the other hand, the structural and electro
asymmetry may be the source of the apparent OP as
metry. For Y-123, for example, it was shown that t
CuO chains become superconducting upon oxygena
[5]. The superconducting state in these one-dimensio
CuO chains depends critically on the details of the o
gen content and ordering [5]. Furthermore, the OP’s
the CuO2 sheets and the CuO chains may have oppo
sign [6].

Another approach is to study the characteristic respo
to impurities, which are intentionally incorporated. D
pending on the symmetry of the OP, clear differences
predicted for the variation of experimentally accessi
parameters such asTc or ns [7]. The substitution of Zn
for Cu has attracted much attention here because it
pressesTc exceptionally fast, while not altering the carrie
concentration of the CuO2 sheets,psh [8–11]. Instead,
there are clear signatures of strong pair breaking [8,9]
is not yet clear if Zn acts purely as a nonmagnetic pot
tial perturbation [12] or if it induces a localized magne
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moment within the antiferromagnetic-correlated matrix
the Cu21 spins [9]. While the rapid depression ofTc may
be explained by magnetic pair breaking for any symme
of the OP, characteristic differences are predicted to oc
for the evolution of the superconducting condensate d
sity ns. These differences should be most pronounced
the low temperature valuenssT  0d [7]. The depression
of nssT  0d as a function ofTc reduction is expected to
be significantly stronger for a system with ad-wave OP,
where pair breaking arises from nonmagnetic scatter
than for a system withs-wave OP and pair breaking from
magnetic scattering [7]. Even though it should provi
a clear answer, this circumstance does not yet appea
have been tested experimentally. In this paper we pre
the results of such a study which give a clear indicat
for an unconventional symmetry of the OP.

By transverse-field muon-spin-rotationsTF-mSRd ex-
periments the ratio of the superconducting condens
density to the effective massnsymp

ab [5] was measured
for a series of Zn substituted polycrystalline samp
Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2sCu12yZnyd3O72d in the underdopedfd 
0.52s1dg, the optimal-dopedfd  0.38s1dg, and the over-
doped statefd  0.16s1dg. The preparation of Y-123
samples with a high content of Ca on the Y site was
scribed previously [13]. The substitution of 20% of th
Y31 by Ca21 introduces additional hole carriers into th
CuO2 sheets, besides the carriers that are transferred
the CuO chains as controlled by the oxygen contend

[5,13]. The evolution ofTc as a function of oxygen con
tent,d, is shown in Fig. 1 fory  0, 0.02, 0.04, and 0.06
The fully oxygenated sample Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O6.96s1d is
strongly overdoped withTc  46 K. Upon removing
oxygen from the CuO chainsTc first increases toward
Tc  Tc,max  85.5 K for d  0.38s1d at optimal dop-
ing before it decreases towards the underdoped side.
cently, we have shown frommSR experiments that th
fully oxygenated CuO chainssd , 0.20d contribute sig-
nificantly to the total superconducting condensate
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. The evolution ofTc as a function of oxygen defi
ciency, d, for Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2sCu12yZnyd3O72d with y  0 sjd,
y  0.02 s,d, y  0.04 ssd, and y  0.06 spd. Inset: the
fractionalTc depressionb  DTcyDy as a function ofpsh.

This “chain condensate” is rather hard to control, as
depends on the details of the oxygen ordering [5]. F
the samples used in the present study the CuO2 sheets are
strongly overdoped prior to the formation of this “cha
condensate.” Any complications with the chain conde
sate therefore were avoided and most likely even for
overdopedsd  0.16d series.

A constant carrier concentrationpsh was ensured for
each series by annealing under identical conditions. F
thermore,psh was determined from measurements of t
thermoelectric power (TEP) [10,11]. Recently, it w
shown that the substitution of Zn affects the TEP on
below a temperatureTg that corresponds to the openin
of the “pseudogap” in the normal state [11], as probed,
example, by NMR [9] and specific heat [8]. AboveTg the
TEP does not depend on the Zn content [11] and, as
Zn-free samples,psh can be determined from the TEP
room temperature [10,13]. Shown in the inset of Fig. 1
the evolution of the depression rateb  DTcyDy plotted
as a function ofpsh. For the optimally doped series w
find b , 10 Ky% Zn in good agreement with the value
reported for Ca-free YBa2sCu12yZnyd3O7 [8,9,14]. On
progressing from the underdoped to the overdoped sidb

falls sharply, due primarily to the fact that Zn substit
tion displaces the maximum in the phase curveTcspshd to
higher values ofpsh. We show elsewhere that a simila
trend occurs for La22xSrxCu12yZnyO4, in both cases the
maximum tracks the pseudogap lineTgspshd and falls to
zero whenTg  0 at aboutpsh  0.19 [15].

The TF-mSR experiments were performed at t
MUSR beam line of the Rutherford Appleton Laborato
(RAL) in Chilton, UK, and at thepM3 beam line at
the Paul-Scherrer-Institute (PSI) in Villigen, CH. Disk
of sintered or powdered and pressed samples were
it
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cooled in a magnetic field ofB  40 mT (RAL) or 0.3 T
(PSI) [5]. Only minor differences were observed betwe
the results obtained at 40 mT and 0.3 T. ThemSR
time spectra were analyzed by performing least squ
fits with a Gaussian relaxation function exps2s2t2y2d.
From the Gaussian depolarization rates we derived
the in-plane penetration depthlab and the ratio of the
condensate densityns to the effective massmp

ab [5,16]:

s ~ l22
ab 

4pe2

c2

ns

mp
ab

Such a data analysis presupposes that the distribu
of mSR precession frequenciesFsvmd is Gaussian with
s2 , kDv2

ml [16], a requirement which indeed is sati
factorily fulfilled for our polycrystalline samples. Thi
is evident from the inset of Fig. 2, whereFsvmd, as de-
rived from a fast Fourier transformation (symbols), is p
sented for three representative samples together with
corresponding Gaussian distributions (solid lines). Wh
kDv2

ml is extracted directly fromFsvmd only minor dif-
ferences occurs,5%d that do not affect the conclusion
drawn in this Letter.

In the following only the low temperature value
s0 , nssT  0dymp

ab are considered. Summarized
Fig. 2 are the results of our TF-mSR experiments, which
are shown by the full squares for the optimally dop
series of Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2sCu12yZnyd3O6.62s1d for y  0,
0.0025, 0.0035, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, and 0.06; by
full circles for the underdoped series ford  0.52s1d and
y  0, 0.0025, 0.005, 0.01, and 0.02; by the full triang
for the overdoped series ford  0.16s1d and y  0,
0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, and 0.06; and by the open cir
for the overdoped series of La1.79Sr0.21Cu12yZnyO4
for y  0, 0.01, and 0.02. Finally, as shown by t
crosses, we have included previous data on almost f
oxygenated YBa2sCu12yZnyd3O72d [17]. The ratio of the
condensate density relative to that of the Zn-free sam
s0s ydys0s y  0d  n0

s s ydyn0
s s y  0d, is plotted as a

function of the depression of the critical temperatu
fTcs yd 2 Tcs y  0dgyTcs y  0d. In the following,
we assume that the changes in the effective mas
the carriers due to the Zn substitution are negligi
compared to those inns. This assumption is sup
ported by measurements of the specific heat [8] and
89Y-NMR Knight shift [9], which indicate thatNs´F d is
not affected by the Zn substitution. The most striking fe
ture of our data is the very rapid initial decrease (for l
Zn content) of he condensate density, which is even m
pronounced than the corresponding suppression ofTc. In
fact, such a rapid depression ofns is the characteristic
feature which is expected for a system with adx22y2 -wave
OP when nonmagnetic impurities lead to isotropic scat
ing in the unitarity limit [7] as is shown in Fig. 2 by th
solid line. The dashed line represents the Born limit
weak nonmagnetic scattering and adx22y2 -wave OP[7].
The corresponding behavior for ans-wave OP (where
Tc is substantially reduced only by magnetic scatteri
2305
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FIG. 2. The depression of the normalized superconduc
condensate densityn0

s s ydyn0
s s y  0d plotted as a function

of the relative decrease inTc. Data are shown for the
underdoped (d), optimally doped sjd, and overdoped se
ries smd of Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2sCu12yZnyd3O72d and for overdoped
La1.79Sr0.21Cu12yZny O4 ssd. The crosses represent previous r
sults for almost fully oxygenated YBa2sCu12yZnyd3O72d [17].
The expected behavior for adx22y2 symmetry of the OP and
nonmagnetic elastic scattering in the unitarity limit (Born lim
is shown by the solid (dashed) line. The corresponding c
of an isotropics-wave OP with magnetic scattering is show
by the dotted (thin solid) line for the dirty (clean) limit. In
set: Shown are the spectra ofFsvmd as derived by fast Fourie
transformation for three representative samples of the optim
doped series withy  0.0035 shd, 0.02smd, and0.06 spd. The
solid lines represent the Gaussian distributions wheres was de-
rived by fitting themSR time spectra.

is shown for the so-called “clean limit” (, ¿ j0, thin
solid line [18]) and the “dirty limit” (, ø j0, dotted
line [19]), where j0 is the superconducting coheren
length and, is the transport mean free path. Estima
for , may be derived from the residual resistivity of Z
substituted Y-123 single crystals [14]. WithDr2DsT !

0d  227 Vyh per CuO2 sheet and 1% Zn,

,2D 
mey

2D
F

e2n2DDr2D


h̄
p

2pp
n2De2Dr2D

,

n2D  pshyab, and psh , 0.18 we derive ,2D , 4.1y
y fÅg. This implies that our samples are in the cle
limit and for any model based on an isotropics-wave OP,
therefore, the dotted line should be relevant. A very sim
lar result can be expected for an anisotropics-wave OP
where the rapid depression ofTc again can be explaine
only in terms of magnetic pair breaking [20]. Clearl
an adequate description of our experimental data can
achieved only by a model that is based on adx22y22 wave
OP (or a similarly unconventional OP which chang
sign in k space so its average over the Fermi surface
almost zero), where Zn causes strong potential scatte
in the unitarity limit [7]. Our results contradict a scenar
2306
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where strong pair breaking is thought to arise fro
inelastic scattering on magnetic moments that are indu
by the Zn [9]. This conclusion is supported by rece
Al-NMR studies on Al-substituted La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 [21].

Given an unconventional symmetry of the superco
ducting OP, the question arises why other poten
perturbations, like the Ca substituents on the Y site,
not have such a deleterious effect. While supercond
tivity is almost completely destroyed by 6% of Zn o
the Cu site, the substitution of 20% Ca on the nearby
site has hardly any effect on the superconducting st
but for the changes inpsh. The only possible answer i
that the dynamics of the superconducting charge carr
of the cuprate high temperature superconductors mus
confined to the two-dimensional (2D) CuO2 sheets. In
a three-dimensional (3D) system, instead, supercond
tivity would be strongly suppressed by electron-electr
scattering [22] and/or potential scattering from structu
perturbations which are always present within the M
interlayers that separate the CuO2 sheets. Based on thes
considerations one may come to a natural understa
ing of the suppression of bothTc and the condensate
density ns in the overdoped regime [23]. There
conclusive experimental evidence that the dynam
of the carriers becomes more three-dimensional o
psh increases beyond optimal doping. With increasi
psh a systematic reduction of the electronic anisotro
was reported for all systems investigated to date [2
Studies of the optical reflectivity indicate that cohere
c-axis charge transport sets in beyond optimum dop
[25], while on the underdoped side a pseudo gap ex
in the c-axis excitation spectrum [26]. At the sam
time photoabsorption measurements indicate a str
increase in the carrier occupation of the “off-plan
Ospzd orbitals [27]. The reduction ofTc and ns in the
overdoped regime [23] can thus be explained by
increasing 3D electron dynamics which brings into pl
additional strong pair breaking mechanisms. Shown
Fig. 3 by the asterisks are our data on optimally- dop
to overdoped Tl2Ba2CuO61d [23] reanalyzed in terms
of the above scenario. In analogy to the case of the
substituted samples the suppression ofns is displayed as
a function of the relativeTc suppression. In this case
however, the undisturbed values ofn0

s and T 0
c cannot be

measured by experiment. It is still possible, however,
find reasonable estimates. We assumed thatT 0

c  Tc,max

throughout the overdoped regime. In fact, given
d-wave OP whose pairing mechanism most likely is bas
on the antiferromagnetic fluctuations, it is more like
that T0

c decreases on the overdoped side. To estim
the condensate density in the absence of pair break
we assumed thatn0

s continues to grow linearly withpsh
on the overdoped side. For the relationship betweenTc

andpsh we adopted the empirical formulapsh  0.16 6

hs1 2 TcyTc,maxdy82.6j1y2 [13]. For the overdoped
side we then derive thatn0

s spshd  n0
s sppdh1 1 fsss1 2

TcspshdyTc,maxdddy82.6g1y2y0.11j, where n0
s sppd is the
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FIG. 3. The depression of the normalized superconduc
condensate densityn0

s s ydyn0
s s y  0d as a function of the

relative decrease inTc. Asterisks show the data for optimall
doped to overdoped Tl2Ba2CuO61d [23]. For comparison, the
theoretically expected behavior as well as the data for
optimally doped Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2sCu12yZnyd3O6.62s1d are shown by
the same symbols as in Fig. 2.

condensate density measured at optimum doping. W
T 0

c  Tc,max  90 K and n0
s sppd , ssT  0, ppd 

2.7 ms21 [23] we then derive the values shown in Fig.
Clearly, the result of these estimates is consistent w
a d-wave model in which pair breaking is caused
nonmagnetic scattering when the electron dynam
becomes more 3D on the overdoped side. We p
out that the estimates for the relative suppression of
condensate density were chosen conservatively. G
the uncertainty in our estimates, we cannot address
question if the nonmagnetic scattering introduced in
overdoped regime is in the unitarity limit or in the Bo
limit. A further question is whether the 3D electro
electron scattering or rather the scattering from struct
defectors in the M-O interlayers is the primary source
the suppression ofns andTc. The universal nature of th
phase diagram would suggest the former.

In summary, from TF-mSR measurements we d
termined the depression in condensate density
to Zn substitution in underdoped, optimal-dope
and overdoped Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2sCu12yZnyd3O72d and
La1.79Sr0.21Cu12yZnyO4. The combined depression
Tc andns is inconsistent with an isotropic or anisotrop
s-wave pairing state but points to ad-wave scenario
where Zn causes nonmagnetic (elastic) scattering.
come to a similar conclusion concerning the intrin
depression inTc and ns with overdoping in the pure
compounds. Here the pair-breaking elastic scatterin
associated most likely with the increasingly 3D electr
dynamics in the overdoped state, which is attributable
the closing of the normal state pseudogap.
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Note added.—We see no evidence for ad-wave to
s-wave crossover with overdoping as has been sugge
by recent angle-resolved photoemission studies [R
Kelley et al., Science211, 1255 (1996)].
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